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INTRODUCTION 
Numerous recommendations have been offered on the 
direction that policies on education in the Solomons should take . 
It is the purpose of this report to shed some light on these 
recommendations by focusing closely on the functioning of two 
Weather Coast schools. Through observat:i.on of the classes and 
examination of teacher and parent opinions on education-related 
matters it will be possible to determine whether current school 
policy as it is carried out in the schools studies, is appropriate 
for and consistent with goals of Weather Coast people. 
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PART I 
CHAPTER I. BRITISH SOLOMON ISLAND EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE 
Statement of Educational Objectives 
The long-range goal of the Department of Education is to 
provide universal education through Standard 7. The funds and 
manpower available to education are inadequate to realize this 
goal in the foreseeable future. Current efforts are directed 
towards providing Junior Primary education to all children and 
Senior Primary education to 50% of these graduates. Secondary 
education will be increased to 25% of Senior Primary output. 1 
The rationale for the government objectives is based on the 
growth of commercial, church and government activities in the 
Solomons. The goal of government and the churches is to have 
positions of increasing responsibility and skill filled by edu-
cated Solomon Islanders. The role of the schools, then, is to 
provide young people who have the character, ability, and 
qualifications to assume these positions. 2 
Types of Schools 
The earliest schools in the Solomons were mission schools. 
The demand for education increased with the growth of the govern-
ment whose need for educated Solomon Islanders required that 
education be broadened beyond preparation for service to the 
church. The increased demand for a broader education has led to 
1BSIP, "Education Policy" White Paper, 1967, p. 5. 
2BSIP, "Education Policy'' White Paper, 1967. 
4 
today's situation in which many mission schools receive government 
. subsidies. Schools controlled by the loca 1 government councils 
and private organizations have also come into existence. 
The formal school system is patterned after the British 
system. Junior Primary schools consist of Standards 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Senior Prfr.ary Schools include Standards 5, 6, 7, and Secondary 
school is a fi.vc-yea.r sequence. After completing Formn 1 and 2 , 
secondary students can choose to continue with academic courses 
or enter training or technical schools . 
Schools f3lling outside formal system are the catechist , 
religious, and village schools. Tl1e catechist schools have the 
singular purpose of providing two to three years of comprehensive 
religious nncl English training that is necessary to lead village 
congregations. The religious schools taught by catechists , 
closely par.all cl the European weekly church school for children . 
Some villages have attempted to establish schools without the 
help of government or churches. They usually consist of a 
villager who 
who live nearby. 
has learned to read and write, teaching others 
Despite lack of training and equipment , they 
usually result in the students being able to read the Bible and 
prayer books. Some eventually turn into government or mission 
subsidized ~chools. 
A reccnt development in. the education.al system is the rural 
training ccmters . Their purpose :i.s to give prirMry school gradua tcs 
skills which urc valuable in rural v:i.llagc life such as outboard 
1aotor mcchani c.s, woodwork, and j mpr.ovcd agricul tur.al practices. 
• 
• 
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Department of Education Policies Toward Each Type of School 
In the fall of 1972, the government moved to unifying a 11 
church, council and government schools. As the overseer of 
schools under a system of joint rule, the government will be better 
able to standardize the quality of education . Government control 
will eliminate the problem of children having to travel great 
distances to a school of their own faith instead of attending a 
nearby school controlled by another church . 
A system of scheduling schools operates to provide assistance 
in the form of grants to schools who meet the qualifications 
established by the government. Scheduled schools are eligible 
for the following grants: 
1. Teacher subsidies will be paid to all trained 
teachers based upon level of training. 
2. Books and materials grants at the rate of A$2.50 
per pupil are paid to all classes that have trained 
teachers. 
3. A board grant is paid at the rate of A$25 per 
boarder per year for senior primary pupils. There 
is no allotment for junior primary pupils who board . 
I+. Newly established senior primary classes receive an 
initial grant of A$100 per class . 3 
To be eligible for government subsidies, a school must 
conform to the regulations established by the Department of 
3oepartment of Education, b.n,.nual Re.port 1970 and discussions with 
David Priestly, Training College. 
6 
Education concerning age guidelines for each standard hours of 
class time , syllable, size of premises, facilities , etc.'~ 
Schools which do not qualify for scheduling are classifi ed 
·as registered or exempted. A registered school conforms to some 
of the ordinance provisions. It may be considered for goverrunent 
assistance in up-grading it to meet the qualifications of scheduling 
subject to the fonds available and the nature of the up-grading 
task . 
Exempted schools are those which have been established by 
villages and f~ll far below the standards the Education Department 
considers acceptable. They receive no aid or recognition and some 
administrators consider them a threat to quality education . 
To ensure assistance to a greater number of schools, the 
system of scheduling was initiated in 1967 to replace the previous 
designation scheme . The designation of schools required relat i vely 
greater capital expenditures on facilities by the schools in order 
to qualify for government assistance . With less capital require-
ments , it wus hoped that more schools would qualify for assistance. 
The lack of funds , however, has forced the Department of Education 
to temporari.ly freeze scheduling. 5 
The systern of grading teachers is based upon teacher training . 
A teacher ' s grade determines the levels he is qm:ilifi.ed to teach 
and the amount of government 9ul>s:i.dies that he receives . The 
qualifications f:or the different grucles are; 
4 BSIP, "Education Policy" l·lhilc I!D.pPr, 1967, p. 7 
SF;·om P·"n ona'I co.munication wii-f1 D~ivid Pri"'stly, Direct.or of 
Cui:r icu lum DC'V<.: lopme1.1.:, Brit j sh Solomonr. Trn ining Col J er;c. 
• 
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Grade IV - untrained primary school teachers 
Grade IVT(trained) - minimum completion of Standard 7, 
six month teacher's training course ; qualified to 
teach Standards 1 or 2. 
Grade III - completion of Form 2 of secondary school, three 
year teacher ' s training course; qualified to teach 
Standards 1-7 . 
Grade II - training same as Grade III, but must satisfy more 
stringent standards, usually entails additional course 
work, qualified for Standards 5 - 7 . 
Grade I - oversees university education; qualified to teach 
secondary school . 
Training College 
The British Solomons Teacher Training College provides 
training courses for Grades II, III, IVT and short in-service 
courses for Grade III teachers . 
The training course for Grade III candidates is being 
expanded from two to three years beginning in 1973. The purpose 
of lengthening the course is to allow more time to concentrate 
upon enrichment and remedial work to improve the educational 
backgrounds of the candidates . 
A major responsibil ity of the training college is the 
development and production of curriculum materials. The college 
staff not only trains the teachers, but prepares the syllabli 
and notes used in the primary schools . 
Syllabus for Junior Primary Schools 
The curriculum for Junior Primary Schools consists of the 
following subjects : 
8 
1. English - ora 1 practice; reading; handwriting; 
\·Tritten expression 
2. Na the:rnatics 
3. Social Studies 
4. Science - nature study 
5. Health Science 
6. Arts and Crafts 
7. ~Jiysical Education 
8. Christian Education 
The total daily teaching time recommended in the Department 
of Education Timetable (Appendix I) is four hours for Standards 1 
and 2. The relative emphasis of the subjects taught is revealed 
by the amount of time spent in each area. For Standard 1, 
thirty-five percent (35%) of the weekly teaching time is spent 
teachine English and twenty-five percent (25%) of the time is used 
for m:ith. The remaining time is divided among the other subjects 
in the curriculum, with no more than five percent (Si'o) of the 
weekly teaching time spent on any one subject. By Standard 2, 
the teaching of English takes up fifty percent (50%) of the weekly 
class time and twenty-five percent (75%) of the time is used on 
mnthcmatics. In Standards 3 and 4 the Education Department 
recommends increasing the daily teaching time to four hours and 
forty-five! mit.ut(;;s. The additional forty-five minutes per day is 
dcvot~d to Socinl Studies and Scicncc. 6 
6calculntions d~rived from ti~c allot1ncnts for suLjects listed in 
the Dcpnrtmcnt of E<lucati0:1 Timetabl0 for ,iunjor primary classes . 
The fjgure for Enelish ini::Judcs 'l'ntc Oral English, rre-rcading or 
rl!a<lini..:;t H ndwriting an<l h·:l.ttcn I.:ug ll.sh. 
• 
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EnfjliSh 
The Tate Oral English Course is the core of the English 
program . It is in wide use in the Pacific I slands where English 
is taught as a second l anguage . Reading, handwriting and written 
expression are based upon its format and vocabulary. 
The daily Oral English lessons use techniques of situational 
teaching . The situations are usually school related act i vities . 
Carrying out the action or displaying an object or picture while 
saying the words is a basic premise of Tate. For example , the 
teacher walks to the door while saying, "I am going to t he door ." 
The children respond in unison, "You are going to the door. " The 
same exercise will be repeated a number of· times with the teacher 
asking, "Where am I going?" and the children repeating , "You are 
going to the door . " I ndividuals are called upon to repeat the 
teacher ' s actions and words . Group drill as illustrated in the 
preceding example, is the primary teaching method in the Tate 
Course . Review and dri l l are a large part of each lesson . No 
provision is made for the student ' s l earning speed; the cl ass 
progresses as a unit . 
Morning radio broadcasts supplement Oral English . The 
lessons which follow the Tate series, are broadcasted for ten 
minutes daily in Standards 1 and 2 and four times a week for 
twenty minutes in Standards 3 and 4 . 
Reading readiness is begun in Standard 1 using the South 
Pacific Commission Pre-reading course . Pre- reading skills are 
taught twenty minutes per day . Teaching aids include pictures 
ond vocabulary flash cards from the readers . Word recognition 
10 
i.s taur;.ht by the whole word method. The words arc learned through 
repeated visual and auditory exposure. 
Cursive handwriting is introduced in Stnnclard 2. Daily 
preparation for handwriting includes rhythmic arm movcn1ents in the 
air . The teacher tells a story using repetition to emphasize 
rhythmic words such as "hopp:i.ng , II "sailing, II etc . With each 
rhythmic word, the teacher demonstrates thC:: air pattern . The 
chHdrcn imitate the rhythmic air patterns before practicing 
them on the blackboard or on paper. Letters are not introduced 
until the second term of Standard 2. By Standard 4, the children 
are copying elaborate rhythmic designs and whole stories. 
Along with handwriting, practice in written English begins 
in Standard 2. The written exercises are confined to Tate Oral 
English and the reading cou1·se . Written Engllsh is therefore 
intended to reinforce the total English program. Fill-in-the-
blank, sentence completion and question answering are the basic 
techniques used to develop skill il'l composition. A simple picture 
or series of pictuxes is drawn on the board by the teacher to 
accompany the written exercises. Hodel answers are provided in the 
syllabus for the teachers to use in determining the coircctness 
of the students English. The annwers are drilled orally prior to 
having the students write the lesson. The success of the program 
relies upon the teacher's willir-gncss to drm1 simple pictures 
on the. board . 'I'hi.s is one weakness of the program since many 
teachers are reluctant to make the.~ drawingr.;. The justification 
for the very ti;~htly controlled compor;ition is simply tlwt the 
tcachc:rs .::i-re not considered cClpahle of determining con:c:ct: English 
• 
• 
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H.'.l thC'matics 
There are three math programs now being used. The Temlab 
program based on modern mathematics will gradually replace the 
Primary Mathematics Series and the provisional syllabus. The 
Training College is training its students in the use of Temlab 
and each graduate will teach it in his own school. A simpler 
program, Primary Mathematics Series, which is modeled after Temlab, 
is used in the scheduled schools that do not have teachers trained 
with Temlab . For those schools which have neither of the programs , 
there is the provisional syllabus . It is an outline of the con-
cepts that should be mastered at each level. No lesson guidelines 
are given in the provisional syllabus . 
The Temlab Course was developed in New Guinea and have been 
adapted for use in the Solomons. The lessions are a progression 
of activities providing concrete experiences with materials to 
develop fundamental concepts of number, weight, time, and space. 
Free play with the learning materials and pupil interaction and 
discovery are basic to the program. This is a radical change from 
the former mathematics syllabus in which learning took place by 
oral note drill, with little effort made to ensure understanding 
of the concepts behind the drill work. Temlab does not require a 
high degree of English comprehension since most of the learning 
takes place in small groups of children. A teacher capable of 
managing a variety of activities at once and willing to rely on 
pupil leadership in groups is essential to the success of the 
program. 
12 
The TeLtlnb ki.t includes a file of lnrgc and small group 
activity cards and materials useful to the discovery of mathe-
matical concepts. The expense of the kit is one of the few 
complaints against it . Items from the local environment, such 
as shells, socks and sticks make suitable substitutes for the 
matcr:i.als in the kit, so Temlab can be used without purchasing 
the lcu~ning aids. 
The Primary Nathematics Series (PMS) was produced by the 
train:i.ng college. The teachers manual which present daily lessons 
and tests is supplemented by a Children's Workbook of activity 
sheets. Daily lessons are divided into introductory ~·1hole 
class activities and small group activities. Although modeled 
after Tcmlab, oral drill is much more prcvelant in PMS. 
Sociul Studies 
It1 1972 a new Social Studies Curriculum was published for 
Standards l~ and 6. The new curriculum guides are much more fully 
developed than the Scheme of Work outlines which they are replacing . 
The comprehensive bi-weekly lessons for Standard 4 contain a short 
staten1ent of the aim of the lesson, a list of teaching aids, 
teacher preparation (usually information or a picture to be put 
on thC! blackboard) , the lesson format, sample illustrations for 
n black.hoard summary and supplementary activities . The supple-
mentary nctivitics suggest camcs, arts nnd crafts, reading and 
poetry ci1nt will enrich the social studlea unit. 
Unfortunat:cly, Staodord 1-3 must still rely on the Scheme 
of \fork wltich :is a list of lesson titlcri, for Social Stu<lies . 
• 
• 
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The teacher is responsible for preparine a lesson on the subject 
indicated. The scheme of work for Standard I includes discussions 
of local current event and classroom behavior , and units on weather , 
calendar, village life, food, clothing, recreation, transportation 
and beginning map work . In Standard 2, the Social Studies base is 
broadened to include community, government and money . Standard 3 
covers local land formations and the Solomon Islands , and in 
Standard l~, Social Studies encompasses units on the world . 
Science-Nature Study 
A new curriculum is being developed with the help of UNESCO . 
It will use a non-traditional approach which relies on elaborate 
science kits. Meanwhile, there are two texts widely used for 
teaching science at the Junior Primary Level. Plant Study by 
Joan Scarly uses local plants for study. It is based upon exami-
nation and experimentation to discover the workings of a plant 
specimen. The book encourages student record-keeping and offers 
suggestions for classroom nature displays. The other text , Nature 
Study Book by Sheila Jamison is a descriptive biology handbook 
without experiments or activities . 
Health Science 
The curriculum for Health Science will soon be replaced 
also . The new curriculum is modeled after a program used in 
Wellington, New Zealan<l . It is a spiraling curriculum in which 
the five core topics will be extended and treated in greater 
depth with each successive standard . The core topics for 
Junior Pr:i.111~ry School arc: 
G1·owth, 
Henlth Living 
Nutrition 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Family and Social Living 
Safety 
5. Preventing ill ·heal th 
The lesson guides on each topic will be broken down into 
1. Health Knowledge 
2. Health Habits and Practices 
3. Suggested Activities 
There are sevcrnl Health Science books currently being used in 
the schools . They are , for the most part, descriptions or 
stories of recommended hygiene prActices without lesson guidelines. 
Arts and Crafts 
The recently developed Arts and Crafts Teacher's Notes for 
Standards 1-7 capitalize on local materials and skills . No artistic 
ability is demanded of the teacher. The teacher notes are a non-
sequenced collection of project ideas with clear explanations on 
how to implenent them . Since purchased art supplies are beyond 
the budget of most schools, there arc instructions on how to make 
art supplies from easily obtained natural n~terials. The notes 
rcconnncnd a Ucxihle approach, cncoura~ing the teachers and the 
students to improvise and expcrill\ent with new ideas. Feedback 
from in-the-field use of the Ar.ts and Crafts notes has been highly 
f avor a ble. 
• 
• 
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Physical Educpt:ion 
The Physical Education notes consist of a lesson outline 
with descriptions of games and activities . The program structure 
and the games arc the same as those for most traditional European 
Physical Education programs . 
Christian Education 
In order to avoid getting involved in church doctrinal 
issues, the Depart1nent of Education has relinquished the responsi-
bility of designing a religion syllabus to the Christian Education 
Committee which represents all the denomi.nations. The syllabus is 
a list of lesson themes with Bible references . A need for moral 
education, sex education , race relations and comparative religions 
education has been expressed by some members of the Department. 
These needs have t1ot yet been reflected in the syllabus planned 
by the committee . 
CHAPTER II. METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 
During the project, two types of information on education were 
sought--an accurate picture of Junior Primary schooling on the 
Weather Coast and how education is viewed by a small sample of 
the Weather Coast population. In order to obtain as complete and 
objective a picture of education as possible, it was necessary 
to gather statistics and tour reports from t.hc files of the BSIP 
Department of Education and the District Administration of the 
Central Solomons . 
16 
On site information was gathered by: (a) maintaining daily 
observation logs of village child rearing practices and school 
classes, (b) discussions and interviews with parents of school 
children "big men" and teachers, and (c) taking a census of the 
Weather Coast Population. For comparative purposes, a checklist 
of child rearing practices was prepared for the use of other 
Weather Coast project (Appendix II). 
In the loG of child rearing practices, notes were kept on 
specific parent-child and child-child interactions . From this a 
general picture of children's activities and expected behavior 
emerged . The checklist for the other sites was a less intensive 
way of obtaining the same type of information . 
The nature of the inforr.iation to be gatrered posed some 
problems . Unobtrusive observation of children is difficult since 
they rarely stay in one area for long and their activities were 
sometimes hard for an outsider to interpret. 
Detailed notes were also kept on the observations of classroom 
practices , use of curriculum materials and informal discussions 
with the teachers . Observations are limited to a period of about 
six weeks in October and November, 1972, at w·hich time the schools 
closed for the Christmas holidays. 
The purpose of the parent questionnaire (Appendix III) was 
to draw out information. and opinions on education and child rearing 
that could not otherwise be gained from other methods. Added to 
the problems caused by haying to rely on an interpreter, was the 
fact that m.1ny of the parents had never thought about some of the 
questions raised. Thi!> was not lwcnusc thc~y considered cduca tion 
t 
• 
, . 
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unimportant, on the contrary, it had occurred to only a few to 
question the format and objectives of the schools . A total of 
seventeen interviews were held with all the parents in three 
hamlets who had children in school, the village leader and the big 
men from two nearby villages. 
Interviews (Appendix IV) were held with the teachers of 
Babanakira and Vatukapicha schools, the former headmaster of 
Babanakira, the headmaster of the Sugu and Hakaruka schools and 
the leach er of the l1arasa weekly Church school . Information and 
opinions were much more easily obtained from the teachers than 
from the parents . This is undoubtedly due to the fact that an 
interpreter was not needed to interview the teachers. 
CHAPTER Ill. WEATlffiR COAST SCHOOLS 
Overview 
The 1972 Weather Coast Census shows 8425 people belonging 
to the Weather Coast. Fifty percent (50%) of the total population 
is below the age of sixteen. There are 1280 children or fifteen 
percent (15%) of the total population between the ages six to 
ten which is the normal age range for junior primary school . 
Eight hundred forty-two children (10%) of the total population 
fa 11 into the eleven to fifteen age range which is the general 
senior primary range. 
There are seventeen schools on the Weather Coast, including 
two senior primary schools, which serve a total of 1042 students 
(see map). These are not all Weath~r Coast children; some of the 
schools draw students from other parts of the Solomons. The 
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greatest proportion of schools are controlled by the Roman Catholic 
Hission with six junior primary schools and one of the senior 
primary schools. All but four junior primary schools are schedul ed. 
The age range for each standard was calculated for the junior 
primary schools still in session at the time of the census. These 
four schools are Sugu, Vatukapicha, Babanakira and Viso. The age 
range for Standard 1 was five-sixteen with the median age of 
eight. The Standard two age range was the same, five-sixteen but 
with a median age of nine. The median age in Standard 3 was ten 
with a range from six to seventeen years old. For Standard 4, 
the median was twelve years with an age range of nine to seventeen . 
Babanaldra Junior Primary School 
Babanakira Junior Primary School is situated on a large 
section of flat land along the Tina River. The grounds are neat 
and well groomed, the wide dirt paths are lined with pruned 
flowering hedges. The school has nineteen structures ranging from 
an elaborate tin roofed, bright green store to cyclone -battered 
lean-tos used as cookhouses by the female boarding students . 
Three small dormitories with raised betelnut floors and leaf 
walls serve the femD.le boarders . Behind each dorm is a sheltered 
cooking area . Across the large grounds from the girl ' s dorms 
are three large dormitories for boys . Each has a dirt floor , 
betelnut walls and raised bctelnut sleeping platforms . All the 
boys share a large covered eating and cooking area. Centered 
between the boys and girls living areas are three classrooms. 
20 
Er.ch h~~ three quarter hctcl nut walls (leaving an opening "between 
th~ wall and the roof) and dirt floors. Every class is furnished 
with narrow, rickety planks running the width of the room to serve 
as benches and ·wcitin.g surfaces for the pupils. There is a small 
table and blackboard for the teacher. The most imposing structure 
is the large, new chapel constructed of betel nut walls and a 
concrete floor. The chapel doubles as a classroom for Standnrd I. 
Both the teachers' houses are sturdy leaf structures with raised 
floors. The teachers' houses and the store are the only buildings 
whicli cHd not suffer extcndve damage from the Jllne 1972 cyclone. 
l3nbanakira is one of two Heather Coast junior primary schools 
controlled hy the Anglicun church. It is scheduled by the Depart-
ment of Education and tberefor.e receives ~overnment subsidies. 
During the 1972 school yea1~, Standards 1, 3, and 4 were 
tanght. Stan<lar<l 2 is scheduled to b.e added at the beginninr, of 
the 1973 school year. These staudards were taught by four teachers 
durine; 1972, two men and two women. Because of the large enrollment 
of pupils in StanJard I, two classes of first year pupils were 
formed. A discrcq">ancy exists bctuccn the information gathc~red in 
teachcx interv.i ews an<l the figures listed by the Department 0£ 
Education regorcling the [;rcide cntegor:Lcs of the te,~chers. All 
four teachers r.:tnted they were Grade IVT, however, based on the 
Harch 197:: 1>tnffrng an<l eur.ol lment returns of the Department of 
Education, l>abun:Jkira is listed as having a Gr[l<.h~ III tea<.::hcr nnd 
thr<>e Grade IVT teachers . 
The Ht.1rch 1972 attendance returu::; shot1ed 97 c.hildren enrolled 
at Bab<'.lno.kiru. 'JJ1c two .~t<.1ndatc1 I c:lnsscs 11ad 53 students> fC'rty 
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percent (40%) of whom were girls. The percentage of girls drops 
drastically in Standards 3 and 4. Of the twenty pupils in 
Standard 3, only fifteen percent (15%) were girls. By Standard 4, 
of the twenty-four pupils, only eight percent (8%) were girls. 
1'venty-five percent (25%) of the students lived at home no 
more than a half hour away and walked to school daily . The 
remaining seventy-five percent (75%) boarded. Not all of the 
boarding students lived long distances from the school, however. 
School policy requires that Standard 3 and 4 students board . 
In 1957, Babanakira opened as a junior primary boarding 
school offering Standards 1 and 2. It was intended to provide 
schooling for boys primarily from Wanderer Bay District. By the 
following year, Standard 3 was added . A dispute over the boundaries 
of the school land and payment for land use prompted the headmaster, 
John Kenge, to quit and the school was closed in 1958 . It was not 
until 1963 that the school was reopened . Standards 1, 2, and 3 
were offered drawing boys from throughout Guadalcanal, Mala:i.ta, 
Santa Ysabel and the Gilbert Islands . Girls were first admitted 
to Babanakira in 1970. 
A substantial change appears to have taken place at 
Babanakira since the mid 1960's. Dr. Murray Chapman observed in 
1966 that both teachers at Babanakira were Grade III teachers 
from the gcvernment training college . By comparison, the teachers 
during the 1972 school year, were Grade IVT. Previously, Babana -
kira drew students from Guadalcanal and the surrounding islands . 
Today, all but a few belong to the Weather Coast of Guadalcanal. 
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School CoH.mittec 
All of the \leather Coast schools rely upon the volunteer 
help l'f vill<.Jg(' com."nunitics. Each school has n conunittec whose 
rcsponsibili ty is to organize the efforts of tl~c co:nmuni ty. The 
Il:tlJan~kir:i school conmittee consists of lwo local Anglican priests , 
the four l~<.ihnnuh~ra teachers, and the f:ormcr hendmo.stcr of Baba -
nn kj ra who ocrvcs as the Committee prcsidont. Tlic co1'1)11ittce 
meets at l cast: bi-annually to discus~ tho up-kcup of facHitics 
and g.'.1rdcns a11d to p1an the ngendas for the general school 
1;wctiu3s. 'l'he general meetin&s arc usl\olly bcld during Education 
Wc~k and tl~e school feast for graduating students. Anyone may 
attcn<l the meetings; fathers of schooJ children are especially 
urr,cd to come. The school committee has the i10Per to plan 
bui) ding and ma~ .. ntenance prospects, set :_;chool rules ,and in 
c::-:t:rem\> ct scs, reconunend the disnl'i.f:s::tl of a teacher. For the 
lilOf.it part, the committee does not gc~t involved j n the actual 
clas~-room procedures . The general meet i.ng of Nove1:1ber 11, 1972 
int~lwlcd discussions of th~ funds missing from the school store, 
t.:he problc1;1 of: non-payment of school fees, ~:cnnov:.i tio~s of: school 
huj 1 dil1gs r1nd ~· tttff:ing fui.' 1973 . Tlrn rccurr ing iu:oblem of poor 
support of the rront::1ly school worl~days for par< nts with school 
chih1rcn at.ci people ~-·ho live ui th in ca.,y walkin•i d~staucc of the 
schooJ \lu5 also discussed. 
In addition to one school workuay per month, parents and 
Joc<.11 rcnidcnt:; cont:rihutcd a week of: labor to t.hc school during 
Lhc <111nunl I:ducntion \k<»k llcld in Junr~ tld.~; y1'·1r . The women wm:<~ 
:l!:r. ir nt:Ccl to ~a·tdmd.nl}; uh:i.ll~ the men WC'rc rl~!·l'tln:> i.1iJ c for repair in~ 
or lrnllt1:i nc, school f<.iciliU.es . 
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Babanakira Timetable 
The Department of Educati9n Timetable was used as a guide for 
class time allotment . The Standard 3 and q classes, however, met 
for three and a half hours a day instead of the rccommel'lded four 
hours and forty- five minutes . The radio was not used regularly 
in the classes as the timetable suggests and some subjects were 
often omitted. 
Classes were held from 8 a .m. - 12 noon with a break from 
10 - 10:30 a.m. Day students returned to their villages when classes 
were dismissed. Boarding students were assigned tasks in the food 
gardens or on the school grounds from 1: 30 - 4: 00 p. m. 
Curriculum Hatcrials 
All of the curriculum materials with the exception of a few 
Anglican books, were furnished by the Department of Education. 
The school used the Tate Oral English Course and the South Pacific 
Commission Readers . The mathematics program was still based on 
rote-drill ::ind the Pacific Mathemat!il series . Although no math 
was being taught to the Standard 1 class during October and 
November , apporcntly the Primary Ma thc111a tics series was taught 
by the teacher who was away much of the observalion period. 
The teachers had the Social Studies scheme of work but said 
it was too genera l to be helpful. The BSIP Broadcasting guide of 
stories was used by the Standard 1 teacher. Students in Standard 
3 and 4 had copies of My Home the Solomons . 
For Science> Nature SLudy Book and A First Hyeiene nook, both 
by Sheila Jilmison, were in use. 
The school did not have the /,rt•; ;ind Cr:i ft~ Note!":. ~nd did 
not include nrts And crafts in the curriculum . 
For Cliristi.:in Eclucation , Hnbarlllldxa used materials prepared 
by the Anr.,licDn Churcll . 
T•'achiag l' roccdurc 
The use of the local l::ingut.lgl~ wns forbidden ou th'' school 
grounds d'·spi te the fact tlw t th<.' Depnrt.w~nt of Educ;1 ti.on policy 
l·ecot:1mcnds its u~c in Standards 1 nnd 2. Host of the lessons 
uere co~1duc ted in I:nglish, al though pidgin was sornetinws used in 
Standards J and 3. The SLnnd.:ird 1 teacl1er neither spoke nor 
unde1·st.:ood the local language . Si.nee mo::;t of the Slandnrd 1 
pupils did not· lrnm" pidgin or English, co•umunlcation won very 
limited. Many of: the Standard 1 ch Udren were expected to be held 
back tor another year . The t.e:1chcr said this was because they 
were Loo young to sit $till and listen for three and a hn lf hours . 
T11e tl!<'H;hj 11g style was <:ih~nyH very formal . The pupils stood 
to address tlic U·acht:rs as "sir'' or "m:.1durn 11 atid us<~d "Hr . 11 and 
"Hrs . " in front of t:be teacher's name . The students r~sponded 
immcdinLely to all teacher co.rmands. One teacher even blew a 
whistle 3t tile cad of each lesson. 'J'he only questions cv<>r asked 
hy the s l u<lcnt.s were to clarify Le~1chc1· instruct:i ons . 
To niaintni.n contin11ity, obscrv<ltions of classrol>:n procedure 
tlrc or?-'ani~rn<l by standard with sample lessons from cnch m1bjcct 
area observed. 
• 
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Standard 1 
Opening Activities 
Roll call was the first business of the day, to which the 
children r<'sponde<l "Present Madam." Roll call was followed by 
oral prayers lead by the teacher. A soccer game which had been 
broadcast during class the day before was the topic of an animated 
discussion in pidgin. As the teacher talked, she asked the children 
questions in pidgin: "If you went to Honiara, which team would you 
want to play on?" She stressed that the children work hard in 
order to qunlify for secondary school so they would be eligible 
to play on the teams. She described other games asking the chil-
dren if they were familiar with each game and whether they played 
it at home . The response was invariably "Yes," a 1 though only a 
few children seemed able to follow the conversation . With the 
exception of a game called "Giant in a Tree" (a variation of tag), 
all the games mentioned were from the Physical Education Syllabus. 
Oral English 
The Oral English lesson was broadcast on the radio. Since 
no table was handy, a small girl balanced the radio on her head. 
The reception was so weak that the lesson (practicing the sound 
of long 11 0 11 ) had to be continued without the radio . The teacher 
carried out an action and said , "I am walking to the blackboard, 11 
with the children responding, 11You are walking to the blackboard, " 
etc. After the group practice, individuals were called upon to 
play the tencher's role. There were a few volunteers but most of 
the children were extremely reluctant to go to the front of the 
class and speak . 
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Pre-rc<1d i nr; 
For reauing readinc:>ss, the teacher held up word flash cards 
and instructed the children to repent the word after her . Then 
without saying the words) she •nked the children to identify them. 
Individual children were called upon to come up and choose the 
word from the p:i.le of"fV.ish cards th<'IL the tead1er asked for. 
\\111en enough chiJ dren hn<l word cards to form a sentence, they 1 ined 
up t0 say tlwir words :i.n the sentence order. lnv<lriably the 
cards were he]d up from right t:o left, so that the seatc.'d children 
saw the sentence bac.· kwarde. Many of the c11ildren had trouble 
reco:~nizing tllc word in .the pile th<:lt the teach~r instructed them 
to fj nrL When they did p tck the proper word, it was by process 
of elimim.1 lion. No phonic or li.nguist:ic decoding skills were 
taugl1 t. 
The final ten minutes before the morning break were spent 
sinc,ing. The children sang with E>nthusiasm (the first shown all 
mo1.:ning) clapplnz and pounding to the rhythm. English and religious 
songs seemed to be most of their repertoire . 
After. the break, more songs W(~H! s1 . .ing before they settled down 
to handwt iting µi:nctice. Using large.: arm movements, the children 
pro.c:.Lice making a serj.e8 of ''v" patterns in the air . The patterns 
iv<.!re then copied into the e:>~f'rc:i.sc bcioks. 
He<.tltll Science· 
'Ilic tench er gf1ve a dcmonstra L:i on in pidgin on the pr.op er. 
m ct hod of. w<inbing c lathes. The chi ldrcn gathered around the 
tN1cher wiio, uith c bucket of w<.Jt'Cl", soup and '1 scrub brush, 
• 
• 
• 
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washed a piece of cloth and hung it up with clothes pins . She 
emphasized the importance of washing often and used the children 
wearing dirty clothes as bad examples . 
Religious Assembly 
For the final half hour of class time, the Standard 1 class 
was joined by the other classes for announcements and hymns. At 
noon, the day students were dismissed, and the boarding students 
remained for prayers . 
No mathematics was being taught to Standard 1 because the 
teacher who usually taught it was away. Arts and Crafts were not 
taught during the observation period. Social studies consisted 
of a custom story occasionally told by the teacher . 
Standard 3 
Opening Activities 
The class greeted the teacher as she entered by jumping up 
and saying "Good morning, Madam." After prayers and roll call, 
the teacher asked a few questions regarding grooming : "Who washed 
this morning? ", "Who combed his hair this morning?", etc. Three 
songs, selected by the children were sung , followed by the story 
of Adam and Even, which the teacher told in pidgin. Miscellaneous 
facts were drilled for about fifteen minutes. 
Spelling 
The students practiced spelling from a list of words on the 
board. After practicing in unison, they covered their eyes and 
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raised their hnnds to volunteer to spell a word . 
Oral Engl.i.~;h 
Or.al English followed the same foruwt used in Stnndard 1 . 
A group of eight f.lltdeuts were chosen to do a dif fcrcnt action 
closely following one another . As each carried out hin action, 
he rcp(UI Nl t'h:rcc t-ioes: 111 am kicking the ~-:all" or "I am 
dnnc:t.ng. 11 '£lie students pC!rformi ng the actions sPemed cmbnrra ssed 
aud uncomfort.:1bJ.e about beinB j n front of the class. 
Ha therna tics 
TI1e multiplication tables w~rc drilled rapidly. mien the 
lit.udents <lid not know an answer, they guessed wildly. They did 
not: seem lo be able to .'.lctually multi.ply to find an answer . After 
ten minatet; o[ drill, thP. class foe.used on ad<ling hol·izontally . 
The tc>.:ichcr put a sample probll t 1 on the bom:d and the students 
worked birnilar p1:oh)ems from their math books . The t<:nchcr 
str.ollC'd m:ound the room helping them nnd remi.ndi11g tlwm, "Your 
work 1.v.1st be 11cn l: '1nd tidy . 11 As the stud(~nts finished, the 
brought thci-r exercise books up to the teacher. 
Bc>forC! the mid-r::l()rning break , they rcci ted a ha l.f doz.en 
Englirh rhyme~, lnt~rsperscd \lith tc~1clicr co1'1monds of "Sit 
down, 11 ''St.rind up, 11 with the st.:udcnts complyihg and shouting i.n 
reply, 11 l 1m SJ.tting dot·m, 11 11I ' m Htanding up. 11 
• 
• 
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Science 
The nature study lesson was a discussion of taro in pidgin . 
The teacher showed a taro plant which had just been pulled from 
the ground and asked the students for description of it. She 
discussed how it grew and the students named the methods of cooking 
it. On the blackboard, the teacher carefully drew a picture of a 
taro plant taken from an illustration in the Jamison Nature Study 
Book. The students copied the picture into their exercise book 
labeling the parts of the plant as the teacher had done. 
Written English 
The assignment for Written English was to correct the poor 
grammar of sentences written on the blackboard . A few samples 
were practiced orally first : "Every day he go to the river . " A 
student responded "Every day he goes to the river . g-o-c-s- , 
goes." The exercise books were collected when everyone was 
finished and the class was dismissed . 
Standard 4 
Opening Activities and Religious Education 
After prayers and roll call, the teacher read a chapter in 
the Bible. He drilled the students on common Bible knowledge. 
Prompting the students to give tlie proper response is apparently 
a corruuon teaching technique . The teacher asked, "Who is the 
Holy Trinity? The Father son and Holy Sp--- . " The students 
responded to the question with "Spirit." This practice of promp-
ting the students by giving them the first part of the answer was 
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nl:-o 11ot0<l iu the other cl.'.lsscs. The tenchm.·s all use band 
dil.·cctor type nrm movement~ lo signal un:i son responser. from the 
c l.uss. 
Hather.ln tics 
As usual, the lesson begnn \dth the ora] recitation of the 
inu1.U.plic:1tion tables . .After a few minutes pr.ac.:l icing the "I 'm 
st<':indin;; up," 111 'm sitting down, 11 routine , they were dril led on 
01·:tl 111ath probl~ms . The quickness of: response seemed to be t h e 
most crucial f<ictor . The teacher threw out n prohl cm, "How many 
f;vcs iii thirty?" and the cl.:iss i1nmcd ' at<:.!ly shouted back "six!" 
The same t.:ypc ~£ problc:'1s were given in the written quiz. The 
~ Lu<lcnts c~:changeci exerc Lse books to cor.rcct their answers. The 
reword for doi11g well on the quiz was a sert<~s of rliythmic claps 
froi.1 the wholl! class . The fewer problems mj ssed the greater 
numhcr of clnps received . After some blackbo;n;d examples of 
writinu the nufficrals for written numbers and multiplying of 
dollnrc by ten, the students uerc assip;~icd writt..c:w. c.xerc:i.ses f rom 
Book 11 of Pnc.i Hc_ll£.the!11~_lli.£_ . 
The lesson fornat was very similar to Ornl English exercises 
<lc~criued )n the other cl~sscs. In addition, the students recited 
o four-lint'.! diulog until it had been comnittcd to ue:noxy . The 
cl:ws was divided in half for the dialog cxcliaur,e . The.> teacher 
put: a lif.t of w1n·ds tor. thf> day on the ho•:r<l. l:'or each word, the 
students prctencfod lo cnn~y out tlie nppropri<i Le nction 111 'rn 
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cleaning my teeth," ''I 1m combing r.iy hair, etc. 11 (Tooth brushes are 
a rarity on the Weather Coast .) 
Written English 
The students recited several English rhymes, before they 
began the written assignment. The assignment consisted of a list 
of words for which sentences were to be written. The sentences 
all had same structure as "I am hungry. " Upon finishing the set 
of sentences, they were instructed to change their sentences 
into reported speech, "I said I was hungry." 
The other subjects of social studies, science, arts and 
crafts and physical education were not taught during October -
November observation period . 
Vatukapicha Junior Primary School 
Va tukapicha is on a beautiful hill -top si tc, overlooking 
much of the Tina River Valley. The school grounds and facilities 
arc on a much smaller scale than those of Babanakira . The gJ:ounds 
included a rock garden of geometric shapes used by the math classes. 
The facilities consisted of three main structures : two boys 
dormitories and a large tin-roofed school house with a concrete 
floor. The school house is divided into two rooms, one serving 
as sleeping quarters for the teachers, the other was the class-
room. 
Vatukapicha is the only scheduled South Seas Evangelical 
Church school on the Weather Coast . Two standards are offered 
per year. Standards 2 and 4 were taught dµring the 1972 school 
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yc~nr; in 1973, Standards 1 ~ nd 3 arc intended. With only one 
cl<'SSl<.)Om and two teachers, this is the only wn.y in which a full 
junior prim11ry course can he offered. 
The headm1stm· is a local win with a tcnchcr grade of IVT. 
The other te~chcr is a Grade Ill Training College graduate . 
According -::..o the: Gr.a<le III teacher, the pos:ition of headmaster 
w<is lleld by the l ess-trained teacher becaltS<.' he had been at. the 
t:cltool longer aud bccanse he was fr·om the <ircc. 
Hy the end of the 1972 school year, there were only 17 students 
j n Standard 2 and 22 students in Standard JV. Th:is fo four fewer 
than the March 1972, Dcp.<trtmcnt or Education .Ei.gures show. The 
tcacl1er were concerned that this was bel<>w t.he class s1 ze recom-
mended by the DE:part·ment of Education, \·:hicli is 25 to 30 students 
per class . IJ. enrollment is not ii.creased in 1973, the te.ichers 
\/ere. af1:aid they would lose r;ovm·rnnent funcJi:; . 
There wan only one girl in the Standa1:d 2 class, bt1t there 
\tcrc• l} in Stand:-::rd 4 . The Stancl-.ird 4 girls ~re too old to l>c 
clig1ble for scnjor primary school. 
Althour,ll a tcw of the boyr. board <.it V::itukopichLi, mo~t of the 
students are from villages within a tuo-ltour waJk of the.: school. 
rlnns nre bc:.:in3 tnflde to move the school down to Chocho on the 
coast, two hom:s from tl1e prc~;cnt site. Chocllo is consj dcrcd 3 
more central iocatio!\ for the \•lllagcs that the school serves. 
The rot i:ig of the school \Ttis changed from registered to 
schccluh~<l i.n J.969, at which t:in1e the Grade l lI teach~r wau 
n:;!:i.r,nc<l. l>cforc conve1:ting to Junior l'rimory, Vatulrnpicha wns a 
cntccld~.t school. 'fllC'rc was sonLC intc;cst, at· lcar:t, <lmonr; the 
• 
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teachers, in turning the Va tukapicha site into a S . S . E .c . senior 
primary school if the junior prlmary classes were moved to Chocho . 
Although in past years, Vatukapicha has had a strong school 
committee supported by the people of Poisugu, the committee has 
since disintegrated. Because of the anticipated move to Chocho , 
the people refuse to liork for the school. They feel that many of 
their children will lose the opportunity to be educated because 
Chocho is too great a distance for young children to walk . 
Vatukapicha Timetable 
Since there was not enough classroom space for both Standards 
to meet simultaneously, the Standard 2 class met from 8 a.m. -
12 noon and the Standard 4 class was held from 1:30 - 4 :00 p.m. 
A Department of Education timetable was posted in the classroom . 
It was more closely adhered to than it had been at Babanakira . 
The teachers sometimes changed the order in which the subjects 
were taught but maintained the recommended time allotment for each 
subject . 
Curriculum Materials 
Possibly due to the presence of a Grade III teacher, 
Vatukapicha seemed to have a better supply of more recent curri-
culum materials than did Babanakira. Among the English program 
materials, was a new set of the South Pacific Commission 
Suppl~mentary Raadcrs. The tcDcher was pleased with the readers 
anrl said the children liked them . 
The r."11001 uas alloted a Tcmlab mathcm.1tico set which had 
app::irent:ly been lost in transit . They were unsuccessful in 
obtnining ~mother set from the Department of Education . To com-
pcnratc, the tcilchcr had collected his own m.1thematics learni ng 
a idr. and t:nu{~ht ma th based on Teml ab concepts . 
J.;C!sider. the Temlab Course , the only other curr i culum 
Teaching Procedures 
Promine1rtly pos t ed in the classroom were the seven school 
rules : 
1. I t!1US t not speak lanr,uagc . 
2. I must not speak pidgin . 
.... 
.::>. I must not pick my nose . 
4 . I rnust not steal clw lk . 
5. l must go in groups of five boys. 
6 . I must ask my tcachc::r if I want to 80 anywhere . 
7 . I must not take any fr.uits without oi; k ing . 
Tl1r classroont WAlls were cov~red with picturco drawu hy the t eacher 
and hy the chiJ.dren; student ' s "1cekly progress charts; shelves 
liolding art, science aad mathemntics 1nnteri<ll !') and r1iscellc:ineous 
i<1cL sh<·ct~; on the Solomons . 
A ccitr.pet.itive spirit for high achievement was stressed . The 
students wen~ ciivid.:?d into four tce1nis. l\ccords were kept of the 
weekly pcrforr.irincc of the teams and the winni.ug tc:11n was awarded 
the- clncsl·oom plaque at the <:nd of each week . Tltc Oral drill and 
n for1,1al t<!ncl: ing style resc1tlblcd thnt observed o t Bab<inakira . 
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The drill, however, was supplemented with learning mater i a l s to 
teach the concepts behind the facts that were being memorized . 
Standard 2 
Opening Activities 
Standard 2 and 4 students gathered for prayers and hymns . 
The teacher delegated gardening chores to the Standard 4 students 
and they were dismissed until their class meeting time at 1 :30 p .m. 
Ora l English class began with Tate Oral English Exercises . Specia l 
attention was given to the "p" and 11 £11 sounds which the chil dren 
were having trouble with. The "f " sound is not found in Guadal-
canal languages, according to Hackman in the Guide to Spelling 
and Pronunciation of Place Names in the British Solomon Islands 
Protectorate and thus is often confused W'ith the "p'' when 
learning Egnlish. The teacher was quick and energetic having the 
children clap out their responses rhythmically. From a list of 
words on the board, the students wrote their own sentences. 
Unl ike Babanakira , some variety in t he responses was allowed . 
Reading 
The teacher distributed the S. P. C. Supplementary Readers for 
twenty minutes of silent reading . 
Written English 
The class was grouped according to ability for written English. 
For the more advanced group, the teacher wrote a short story from 
the teaching manu.al on the blackboard . He substituted names of 
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boys in the class for the story narres and drew simple illustration 
for each sentence . After reciting the story several times, the 
stucle11ts were instructed to turn their hacks to it and recite it 
from memory. Once memorized, they entered the key words tnto 
their JWl7son.al dictionaries and wrote the story in. their exercise 
books. Those Hho finished enrly were told to writE:~ a story on any 
topic t:hey pleased. The other group, meanwhile , wrote short 
sctnen.ces us:!ng t:he vocabulary words on the board. 
Ha thematics 
A wooden clock fnce wns used for a quick review of telling 
time. For the v,1rit:ten mathematics exercises , the class was 
divid<ld into two groups according to ability . The more advanced 
~roup worked on <: set of proble.ns com1JinLng addition and subtrac-
tion. The other eroup was assigned Lwo-digit subtraction problems. 
The cbildren did their Cigu:ring aloud, using pebble~ as counters. 
As the stuclonts conplctcd their ma th, the teacher checked it and 
a llowr~d them to ao to the blackboard to draw . 
Sd.cnco 
Tl1e students were given fifteen minutes to go out~ide and 
find 01rn interest::i ng object. They r.eturtled wi.th a wide variety 
of leave~ and flower>- and even a few g1:asshoppers and butterflies . 
The 1.E<<1chcr. held up each sample, asking the children for the 
common English name, the language name ancl its use. One plal'l.t:, 
which i.n previous times was believed to possess mogic powers, was 
of great interest to the chHdren, and it led into An intcrestirig 
,, 
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discussion. Before the church came, the hibiscus bush was planted 
around villages to protect the people from outsiders who came 
with intentions of harming them. The powers of the bush would 
cause the evil pursuer to drop dead. If the hibiscus bush is 
found growing in uninhabited area today, it signifies that there 
was a village settlement near there at one time . After some 
discussion of local history, the children made careful drawings 
of their object in their exercise books . 
Christian Education 
The teacher reviewed a Bible story, which had been read to 
the class a few days earlier. The class was divided into four 
competing teams to answer the teacher's questions about the 
story. The teams scores were added to the weekly progress charts. 
Standard I+ 
The Standard 4 class ·is supposed to be taunht by the 
headmaster , however , as a member of the local council, he was 
away much of the time. The Grade III teacher usually taught both 
classes . Since the Standard 4 students had already taken the senior 
primary qualifying examination, classes held during the observation 
period were primarily for the purposes of review . 
Oral English and Reading 
After Oral English drill, the class was divided into four 
reading groups. Each group was assigned a story from new S.P.c . 
reader. The groups found places outside anJ read orally in unison , 
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for nbout.: f .i {t·cen minutes. i\onc of the groups t-tcre nblc to finish 
their stories by the time they were called back to the classroom. 
The teacl101: nskccl each group one simple factual question. 
Handwriting 
The clast. song 11Rc'1, Row, I~ow Your Boat" as the tcncher slowly 
rn.1de a ncd c~; of ro1rnded humps on the blackboard . The class 
imitated the tenchcr by making tl1e pattern :Ln the uir . Several 
otl1er pa ttern8 were practiced in the same manner usi.ng lo ca 1 songs. 
The w0rds to t·Jic scn3s and the rhythmic patterns were copied into 
th~ student's m:erci~e books . The teacher had some booklets of 
English nur:>cry rhyr1cs and sones. that he used for writing exercises . 
The studcnt.s recited the r.mltiplication tables as the teacher 
beat the pace wit:h a stick. Their written mnth assignr:ient was to 
supply the missing numcra 1 in prol>lcr.1s such n i:; 52 - l_ = 40 
and 91 + _9 "" 150. As they co111pletcd the problem set, the teacher 
checked their work and the students were allowed to browse through 
their rcoclcrs. 
Sugu Junior l'rimar_y School 
Obscrvu tions of Sugu school, Wonderer B<iy about ten miles 
west of the 'fill~ llivcr Valley arc limited to a one-day vis it in 
the Standard 1 and 3 classes. 
In r,cncr.!ll , c1a:;sroo:n practices were less formal than those 
noted nt Bo.bannkir<.t :ind Vatul:<1 picl1~. Or;il drill w:is not: relied 
• 
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upon as heavily. The teachers were referred to as "teacher" 
instead o[ "sir." The use of local language was permitted in the 
classroom and the teachers often repeated a point in language 
to ensure complete understanding. 
Standard I 
Oral English 
The teacher used a box, a table, a cupboard, and bottles 
and books to teach the concepts of on, into, out of and under. 
This was a very difficult lesson for the children. The teacher 
became impatient with the children when the confused words such 
as "box" and "cupboard." It was apparent that their confusion 
had not been cleared up by the end of the period. They finished 
with a quick game of "Simon Says" which is also popular at 
Vatukapicha and Babanakira . 
Temlab 
The lesson was based on the numbers 1-10 and the co~1cept 
of a set of numbers. The class was divided into two teams. One 
child put some sea shells inside a fiber loop, chose a member of 
the opposing team an<l said "Come and count: my set ." The designated 
child counted the shells a loud . If he was correct, his team 
scored a point and he made a new set for the other team. Later 
in the morning , the class returned to the same exercise . This 
time the class formed four groups and took their learning materials 
outside for informal practice. 
Stnndard 3 
Oral Engli~h 
The cl<IBS practiced size. relationships "large a11.d sma l l " 
and "more nnd less" using money and tin cans. The students had 
trouble uith the cxcrci~e using coins, indic<lting th0y had had 
U ttlc experience with the money system . 
Spelling 
Each spelling word was spelled orall} by the class. The 
teacher asked for the meaning of each and the students responded 
\Tith a sentence using the word. The teacher exp la incd the meaning 
of the more dif:ficult words iu the local l:'lnguagc . 
Teacher Oj•inious 
Host o f the. 5 nforma ti on in this section is dcrivccl from a 
questionnnirc ac.lministered ornlly to the teachers. Sot)e of the 
comments, however, a1:e the rcsul ts of informa 1 discuss ions. 
Tenchcr opinj.onri on cduca t:i on discussed below o·rc Ll 1ose of 
all Bnhanahirrt nnd Vatukapicha tC?achcrs, 13abnnakira ' o former hcad-
1naster, nnd the headmastero of the l<.oman Catl:oli c schools in Sugu 
and Hnknruko. The name of the school is noted if it is significant 
for the opi n Lon expressed. 
All tl-c t.<:oclicn; agreed tho t Englf sh was one of the most 
import•:mt suL.jccts for their students to learn. The inujority of 
the reason::> given were related to the need to communicntc with the 
Dritish <tnd to l !<lrn an income. W:i th the exception of. two teachers, 
they all 1H' licvcd that mather:iJ.ticn was nearly as important as Englir;h, 
• 
• 
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Of the two who disagreed, one from Bobanokira, di.cl not teach it 
to her class; the other, from Vatukapicha , stressed the importance 
of social studies and art over mathematics. When class time was 
limited, the subjects most often eliminated were physical education , 
health and social studies. 
It was the opinion of most of the teachers that more time should 
be alloted to teach Solomon Isl<lnd history and culture . There 
was discussion at all the schools about how the subject should be 
taught. The current curriculum materials were considered inade-
quate. \Jith their own knowledge of Solomon Island history limited , 
the teachers felt a good curriculum guide was necessary to do the 
subject justice. They were interested in including specific local 
customs and history too ; but since most of the teachers were not 
from the area in which they were teaching, they did not attempt 
to include it. By having the students tell customs stories, 
Vatukapicha was abla to bring some local culture into the class -
room. Using local adults to help teach local history and customs 
was an idea suggested by the staff at both Va tukapicha and Suglt . 
Neither school had tried this, although they expressed concern 
that the children were sacrificing their own culture by attending 
a European style school. Before they could be trusted as leaders 
of their people, the Vatukapicha teachers thought that children 
needed knowledge of their own history and culture . Babanakira ' s 
former headmaster stated that local history would soon be lost in 
the push for development, if the school did not assume some 
responsibility in teaching it . 
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On t;h C' quei.;tion 0£ the optir~ur.t level of educatiom1l attainment 
for children who were expected to return to a village life all the 
tc~chcrs were of the opinion that a full senior primary education 
should be the minimum go.'.ll. A juni0r primary education,they 
insisted, tros not enough if the students were to become leaders . 
Ore even sug3cstcd thrit a Form 2 cctucation was neces!:ary before a 
pei·son would be c~ pable of inte) l i.r,cntly lead:i ne; his pcopl e in 
development an<l in den ling with the government. Like teachers 
ev-erywhere, they believed that all children should be nbl.e to 
enjoy the benefits of educatiorL 
The ace thnt children should start school is an issue that 
divided the teachers. The only person who thought childi:cn 
should ente1 school as young an :ige five oi: six was a fo1~mcr head-
U10ster who l1ntl not taught for ten years. The opinion of all the 
practicing tc~chcrs \\as that children were not rc.idy for r.chool 
until at lensc age seven. By m.tit:.ing until age ten, a St.:andard 1 
teacher sur,r,estc<l that chi.ldren would gain a great deal more fror.i 
school. Thi:l others state-cl seven and eight as the age c.hil<lrcn. 
should begin c;chool. Wh:lle there mis d:i.sngrecmcnt on the best age 
to enter school, al 1 considered the rcr;ul.:i tions governing <lr;e of 
entry to school not in the best int<:rcsts of the people they were 
trying to cduca tc. According to th, 1:1, mnny children who do poorly 
when they .st:a:i.·t school at ~i.x (;r ~iC!Vt'l1 years old, fail because of 
it;!:;i::iturity ancl lack of intcrcDt. 'rbci:;e children, the teachers 
thin!<., shoul<l he ollowcd another chance when they have mn lured 
and have developed a genuine int:cre&t in school. s::.ncc they do 
fc<!l th:lt thC' a g e n•gul:-!tions nr.e unjn·.t, n•<iny older children 
• 
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arc accepted in school and registered with fictitious ages . 
The Department of Education recommends that the local languages 
be used for the teaching of all subjects except English and 
matheGlatics . However , the language policy as practiced varies 
with the church controlling the school . The Catholic schools in 
Sugu and Hakaruka use the local languages . Babanakira and Vatu-
kapicha> on the other hand, forbid the use of language because of 
their church policies. Even assuming the churches permitted the 
use of language in the classrooms, the policy could not be carried 
out at present . Of the six teachers assigned to Babanakira and 
Va tukapicha, only two can speak the local language. Although most 
of them think that these languages should be permitted in the 
l ower standards, they themselves cannot speak the local languages ; 
therefore , the Department of Education policy is ignored . 
Host of the teachers thought the Department of Education 
Timetable allowed sufficient time for each subject. One said he 
would like to see more time allotted for reading in a J.l the 
standards . The timetable was used as a guide only ; as the class 
situation demanded the teachers deviated from it . 
t1ost of the suggestions made for im,proving the curriculum 
materials consisted of minor vocabulary adaptations to the Weather 
Coast environment. The Tate Oral English Course was a frequent 
target for suggested improvements . The teachers pointed out that 
some of the vocabulary and teaching situations were unrealistic 
for the Weather Coast . Often they adapted the lessons by substi-
tuting vocabulary items far.iilinr to the students . Several also 
sugge~•tcd that the lessons of the Tate Series needed to be 
si~plific<l for ci1c children . 
Another. co;;:uon complaint concerned the brevity of the Social 
Studies Syllabus. In their opinion , more informntion needed to be 
provided in order to teach it successfully. 
Thc~rc was no concensus omong the tc~chers on the place of 
agricult•a·c in the curriculu1:1. At all the schools, the boarding 
students were required to i10rk in the food 3arclens. The hc~d-
1nnster of the Sugu school thour;ht that a larger proportion of 
the enrdcning responsibilities should bu assuoed by the village 
so that more tit1lC could be dc,1oted to oca<lcmics. Bnbanakira was 
ambivalent: tow.c1rdr. gardening and limited it to t1-i1ditional methods 
of erow::.ag the locnl stnplcs. Both of Vatukapiciw 1 s teachers, 
however, consi<lc:rcd the lenr.ning of improved agricultural mcL:hods 
and crops one of the most important things a school could offer. 
Knowledge of modern agriculture , they l1clieved would be highly 
va 11.1ed in those st:ud~nts tdlO would return to their villnee as 
fltturc leaders. 
Sum:-iary Corwariron of the S_cliools 
In 1966, Dr. Ch::i pman ob~wrvcd that the staff en<l fClcili ties 
of. Bnbannkira were far sup'•r:l.or to those of Vattilwpicha . If that 
were the ccisc, then education at Va tukapicha has improved substan-
tially. A gr ca tcr interest in learning was evident in the students 
at Vatulmpicha by the nature· of their responses to the teacher and 
their level of conccntra tion Ot\ the lessons . Almost every i.nch of 
wall sp.:icc was used f:or learr1inG aids utH.l displays of chil<lr.c:tt ' s 
work. By comparison, the classrooms of Bnbanaki~a were devoid of 
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lcarninG mater i als . A wider range of subjects was taught at 
Vatukapicha and concepts were emphasized in addition to rote work . 
The Babanakira teachers used ora 1 and written drill almost to the 
exclusion of other teaching techniques. 
Based only upon cursory observat:i.on, the quality of education 
at the Sugu school resembled that of Vatukapicha . The students 
showed an active interest in learning and more time was spent 
ensuring the understanding of concepts than on oral drill . 
It is difficult to pinpoint the reasons for the wide disparity 
between the schools . The most influential factor, however, seemed 
to be teacher training . All the teachers were capable and dedica -
ted but the Vatukapicha and Sugu schools both had the benefit of 
the training of a Grade III teacher . The higher level of training 
not only increased the teaching effectiveness of the ones trained 
to Grade III, but seemed to have a marked influence on their 
Grade IVT colleagues . 
PART II . 
CHAPTER IV . CHILD-REARING PRACTICES AND CHILDREN'' S ACTIVITIES 
. Although the main focus of this paper if formal education, 
a brief overview of child-r~aring practices and children 1 s ac tivi-
ties is necessary to put education on the Weather Coast into its 
proper perspective, Child-rearing practices of the Tina River 
Valley are supplemented with information gathered at the other 
prospect sites. 
Observations made on all the Project sites indicate that 
children up to about age three were the ob.ject of lavish attention 
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and affection from both adults and older children . Rarely are they 
severely reprimanded. Deliberately disobeying a parent, though , may 
sometimes be punished with the universal custom of a switch across 
the rear end. 
Babies and toddlers under three are never left alone . If they 
are not tied to their mother's hip as she works about the vil l age, 
they are in the protective car.e of an older sibling or adult. Until 
about the age of two the child sleeps at the side of his mother. 
By age three, the.y begin assuming small tasks . At a mother ' s 
request, they may get a burning coal from a neighbor or accompany 
their father to the spring with a small bottle to filJ with drinking 
water. 
Village children of both sexes from toddlers through the early 
teens often play together. Older chiidron willingly adapt their 
ac ti vit ies lo include young ones. Playing around the village and in 
the gardens is the major pastime until girls reach ab01.it seven and 
boys about ten. An eight-year-old girl works alongside her mother 
in the garden, feeds the pigs, cooks, makes sleeping mats, takes 
dishes and clothes to the river to be washed, and cares for her 
younger siblings. Since a boy of this age has few responsibilities, 
swimn1ing and other active forms of recreation with h:1 s companions are 
his major pastimes. Once he is about ten or eleven he is considered 
capable of ansuming the male gardening tasks, chopping firewood, and 
butchering a small pig. 
In terms of education, the consequence of a girl taking on a 
larger proportion of th<! family workload than her brothers is of 
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course that the parents are less willing to lose a girl to schooling . 
If a girl is permitted to attend school she is much more likely to 
drop out early and return home to work. 
CHAPTER V. INTERVIEWS OF PARENTS AND VILLAGE 1 BIG MEN' ' 
The mother and father of each school child from three hamlets 
were interviewed separately when possible to prevent the father from 
being the sole spokesman for the family. ' Big men' of three major 
villages were also interviewed since their opinions carried weight with 
the people. 
Seventeen interviews were held taking about an hour each . As 
pointed out in the data collection section, there were questions to 
which some people had not given previous thought. In such cases they 
were not pressed to respond . 
Most of the children of those interviewed were attending Babanakira. 
Two families also had older children at Tangarare and Tenaru senior 
primary schools. Vatukapicha was represented by one man ' s children. 
Of the 1 big men ' included, one was childless and another had a 
son not yet in school. The third had ten children, nine of whom had 
been to school. He had a boy enrolled at Selwyn College, the Anglican 
secondary school, and one who had graduated from an overseas universit y . 
It was apparent that parents had little idea of what was being 
taught in the schools. English and gardening were the subjects most 
often mentioned by the ones who were able to respond. Despite the 
fact that they usually did not know what was taught , six wanted local 
culture and agriculture to be an important part of the school curric -
ulum. The only person who was negative about adding local history 
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and customs, reasoned that the teachers did not have the background 
to teach them properly. If the teachers were local people , she 
said, then it should definitely be taught. The need to include agri -
culture and local culture in the schools was the unanimous op i nion of 
the ' big men. ' Schools a.re a European invention so Solomons ' culture 
was not receiving its dtJe attention, one leader said . Another sug-
gested that perhaps the schools should initiate the task of writing 
down customr; and history before the few old people who remember them 
died. 
Nearly half the people thought English should be the main language 
used for teacher-child communication. Although a few parents thought 
most of the teaching should be in the local language, the rest did 
not have any opinion. Two of the ' big men ' were strongly convinced 
that the quality of education would be improved if the local language 
were used. The other was afraid that allowing it might be detrimental 
to the children's mastery of English . 
The reasons for sending children to school varied from a desire 
to help the village and the request of the child to a hope for better 
moneymaking opportunities. The latter reason was that of over half 
the parents. The 'big men ' differed on the relation of education and 
income possibilittes. Moneymaking, according to one, is a knack that 
does not necessarily come with schooling. The schooled and unschooled 
both have equal opportunities to make money asserted another. The 
third indicated that there was actually a negative relationship 
between education and moneymaking, because school make!:l children lazy 
and sometinws th~y comd.der farrn:i.ng beneath them. 
• 
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Prestige was a factor in some decisions to send children to 
school. Although most did not believe that the amount of respect 
or trust given to a person hinged on his education, a few did say that 
a person who had been to school was usually more trustworthy for 
several reasons: he was more knowledgeable about the world; he knew 
the Commandments and therefore would not break them; he had indicated 
he was honest by paying his school fees. 
According to the parents, a child ' s attitude towards school 
depended at least in part upon what standard he was in. Many of the 
younger children in Standard 1 feared going to school because they 
could not understand what the teacher said. The Standard 3 and 4 
students had a more positive attitude towards school . 
The fear of losing their children to the lure of modern town l ife 
was a common one among parents. Half of those interviewed thought 
school was an important factor causing children to become discontented 
with village life. The few who were willing to have their boys leave 
for employment purposes, said this on the grounds that the boys would 
eventually return to the village to live. 
It was difficult to discover parents• opinions on what age children 
should start school. Measuring a person's age in precise years is not 
an indigenous concept and is rarely used except in interactions with 
European culture. Since most parents did not know the age of their 
offspring wi.thout consulting church records, they indicated by name 
those they thought were not ready for school. In general seven year 
olds, they be 1i evcd, were too young. Two who were eager for their 
children to learn a skill thought the age of entry should be set very 
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young . The 'big men' advocated that it should not be restricted to 
six and seven year olds. Their reasoning was that Melanesian children 
matured at a slow~r rate than Europeans and did not have an education-
oriented society to prepare them for school. 'They wanted the age 
regulations for school entry abolished. It was important to them 
that Melanesian children have the option of entering school at a 
later age when their chances of succeeding in a European-style school 
would be improved. 
The school-community relationships were limited primarily to the 
school soliciting lahor from the villages. Almost all the parents 
had worked for the school during Education Week and many attended the 
year-end feast . It was much more difficult to muster a large turn-out 
for the monthly school work day much to the chagrin of the School 
Co\11Inittec. Some of the men attended the Committee meetings, but few 
participated in the discussions. Only by allowing greater village 
influence in school procedures and curriculum, according to a ' big 
man, ' could the villagers become interested enough :i.n the schools to 
donate their time by working for it regularly. 
PART III 
CHAPTER VIo RECOMMENDATIONS 
It has been my objective to supply We.ather Coast specific evidence 
to a:id iu policy making for primAry schools. l'he research supports 
the conclusions below, which i.n some cases have. been advocated by 
others concerned with education in the Solomons. 
Bas'i.cally, all the recommendations are an effort to make educa-
tion more relevant to the needs and hopes of villagers , who constitute 
pract:ically everyone on the Weather Coast and about ninety percent of 
• II 
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the total B.S.I.P. population. A rural emphasis to education has 
been a favorite topic of debate not only in the Solomons, but by 
prominent educational figures in many developing countries. These 
recommendations are intended to broaden the philosophical base upon 
which the Solomon Island educational system developed; that is a 
formal European system which stresses the academics required for a 
highly technical, modern society. 
1. The knowledge and skills useful to village life should 
receive increased emphasis in the educational curriculum. This would 
include agricultural and business education, Solomon Island history 
and customs, health and nutrition, handicrafts, sewing, carpentry, etc. 
The case study of the two schools in the Tina River Valley shows 
that little of what was taught reached the village, and village ways 
were rarely brought into the classroom. The very difficult adjustment 
of Standard 1 children to school may be attributed to the unnecessarily 
great dissimilarities of the home and school environments. 
A more rural emphasis in primary education has been advocated 
by many people familiar with village life and local philosophies. 
Bellam, however, reaches the same conclusions in his study of urban 
development. He considered the government policy of educating people 
for an urban labor force obsolete. A rural emphasis to education was 
7 
suggested means of ameliorating urban problems. 
Father Snyders, writing in the South Paci.fie Bulletin, outlines 
specific suggestions for implementing agricultural education that 
could be added to existing school gardening programs. Ideally, 
7M.E.P. Bellam, ''Walkabout long Chinatown, aspects of urban and 
regional development in the British Solomon Islands," 1969, p . 13. 
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agriculture should be taught in cooperation with local vi.llages or at 
least closely simulating a village situation, so that students will 
better see its relation to their village roles. He believes that 
traditional and modern agriculture should be taught together as 
different methods, rather than implying that one is superior to the 
other. 8 
The Weather Coast Project study of the rmmerous attempts to 
establish small businesses indicates a need for simple principles of 
bookkeeping and accounting to be taught. This i.s one of the most 
practical uses of arithmetic. Yet the current practices of rote drill 
with little reference to the underlying concepts makes it nearly im-
possible to transfer the knowledge to running a business. 
Fear of los:ing their history and customs was repeatedly expressed 
by parents> teachers and 'big men.' The planning of a comprehensive 
locally-oriented social studies curriculum should certainly receive 
innnediate attention, especially given the teachers ' inability to use 
the current syllabus. Parents expressed a willingness to dictate the 
stor:i es :i.f the teachers would tvrite them down. 
Village-oriented skills, of course, cannot be included without 
sacrificing time devoted to subjects in the current curriculum. This 
calls for an evaluation of each subj'ect in terms of its value to 
children returning to a village life> without totally ignoring the 
handful of elite who may not. 
8Father J. Snyders, 11School and Community in the Solomons." South 
Pacific Bulletin, Second Quarter 1970, pp. 35-38. 
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2. The continued growth of Rural Training Centers should be 
encouraged to provide village-oriented young people with useful skills . 
Their purpose would complement the aims of village-oriented primary 
schools and would provide more comprehensive practical training . 
3 . A program that brings the knowledge and talents of local 
people :Into the classroom should be developed. Some teachers were 
already considering the idea of using villagers to help teach about 
the customs, history and crafts of the area. In order for such a 
program to be successful, guidelines need to be established within 
the social studies curriculum. These should aid the teacher in de-
ciding whom to bring in, how to make the most effective use of that 
person's skills and how to place the lesson in the context of the 
total social studies program. Such a program would tend to narrow 
the usual division between the school and the community by allowing 
parents to become involved in the educational process. A natural 
outcome of encouraging parent involvement in the schools will be 
their increased understanding of the aims of education and a greater 
sense of responsibility towards the school. 
4. The particular role of girls in the village should be con-
sidered in curriculum planning. Girls, it was noted in the chapter 
on child-rearing, accept major responsibilities at a significantly 
younger age than do boys. By the age of eight they are already 
learning the skills necessary for their future roles in the village. 
The present curriculum tends to ignore the strong division of labor 
characteristic of Melanesian society instead of complementing it. 
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The hidden assumption of the present curriculum is that the 
skills taught are necessary in order to bold paid positions. Since 
a far smaller percentage of women than men will ever seek paid em-
ployment, current education is ill-suited to their needs. This 
is one of Father Moore 's complaints about the schools, While he was 
the Director of Education for the Catholic Mission, he strongly ad-
vocated educating girls in the context of their future roles in the 
village. 9 
Because of the traditionally strong division of labor, the skills 
which boys would benefit from in the context of village life (book-
keeping, carpentry, certain agricultural skills, etc.) are not the 
same ones that would enhance the women's contributions to village 
society. The skills of maternal and child care, health, family 
nutrition, agriculture, handicrafts and sewing are very significant 
to village welfare and should J;eceive due consideration in educational 
planning. 
5. Teachers should be from the areas in which they are teaching. 
This would affect the current procedures of selecting teachers for 
training. The teacher needs of the schools in the apylicant' s home 
locality should be considered before he is accepted. There are 
obvious advantages in the teacher's ability to speak the local 
language and in his knowledge of the h:!.story, customs and resources 
of the area. Overriding conditions may make it necessary to assign 
a teacher to a school other than his own area. As long as the 
9
r.ather Moore, Catholic Education South So1omons. lloniara: Catholic 
N:ission, 1965. 
1. 
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language of that school was the same or similar to his own , there 
may be some advantage in exposing the students to the ideas and 
approaches of an outsider. However, classroom observations of two 
teachers, from the Reef Islands and Ontong Java, were clear evidence 
that the quality of education depends upon the teachers ' and students' 
ability to communicate easily. 
The school-coamunity relationship should benefit if the teachers 
are already known and respected in the area . If the schools are to 
emphasize the local culture and skills, then it follows that the best 
teachers will be local people. 
6 . The current policy of using the local languages in the 
primary schools should be enforced. If the Department of Education 
were to enforce its language policy, then learning in all subjects 
could begin immediately instead of being delayed until English is 
mastered. In addition, the school environment would seem less foreign 
to village children if they could use their own language. 
Since the primary aim of education is to promote literacy, the 
mastery of English will always receive major emphasis in the schools. 
The current policy, while it allows instruction to be begun in the 
local language, gradually phases it out until the curriculum is 
taught entirely in English . In considering the important role 
language plays in the retention of culture, this practice may be 
unnecessariiy destructive . Local language should not be completely 
eliminated from the curriculum in the upper standards, since the 
development of positive attitudes toward village life should be 
fostered irrespective of how much formal education is received. 
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In a discussion of the localization of education Father Moore 
pointed out that when a foreign language is introduced , the indigenous 
langua.ge becomes weakened. Local languages, in his view, are indis -
10 pensable as a medium of cultural development. 
7. An effort should be made to assign one Grade III teacher per 
school hefore increasing the number of Grade III teachers at any one 
school. This recom.'llendation is based on the ltyi)othesis that the 
advanced training of one teacher has a generally positive influence 
on the quality of the other teachers in the same school . In comparing 
Vatakapicha, Babana.kira and Sugu schools, there is no question that 
Grade III training improved the quality of the educatjon and increased 
student interest in learning not only in the Grade III teacher's 
classes, but in the Grade IVT teacher ' s classes as well. 
Related to this reconunendation, the training college should con-
tinue to maintain the policy of reserving a ' large. percentage of the 
Grade III training positions for experienced in- service teachers. 
Training experienced teachers has two advantages. They have the 
background and maturity to receive greater benefits from trainiug 
than candidates without teaching experience. In addition, the policy 
allows local teachers to be pulled from schools that lack a Grade III 
teacher and returned to that school upon completion of training. In 
this way the school will receive the dual benefits of a well-trained 
teacher with a local orientation. 
10 Falher Moore, "Fan~wcll Address, 11 BSil? News Sheet N. 3, February 
1968, pp. 4-7. 
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8. The regulations governing the age requirements for each 
standard should be broadened . It was apparent from classroom obser-
vations and from opinions of almost all the teachers, parents and 
'big men' that lhe current Department of Educati.on regulations for 
age of entry are neither effective nor desirable . Weather Coast 
children are not reared in a society geared to the goals of formal 
education. Hence a child of six or seven is often not prepared to 
cope with the pressures of school. 
Until the curriculum i s better attuned to the aspiratjons of 
village society to ensure the interest and success of a larger pro-
portion of the Standard I students, regulations should be broadened to 
allow an age span of three or four years in each standard . In light 
of the 1972 Weather Coast statistics for schools in session which 
showed a median age as eight with ages ranging from five to sixteen, 
the current policy certainly should be reviewed. 
A proposal being advanced by J.L. Tedder as a method of preparing 
children to benefit from formal education, is the scheme of delaying 
age of entry into school until about ten. Prior to attending formal 
school, children would remain in the village and attend special classes 
which would use the local language to teach local customs, history and 
handicrafts. There are several obvious advantages to such an idea: 
It would give the children experience in the classroom routine so 
that delay iu learning due to adjustment problems to school would be 
minimized . The children would have solid background knowledge in 
their own culture before being exposed to a foreign one. In addition, 
the special classes could effectively use village people with little 
58 
training as teachers. Finally it would provide parent and village 
leaders an opportunity to become directly involved in the learning 
process and foster greater interest :i.n education. 
The teachers ' reactions to this idea were overwhelmingly favorable . 
Although some thought children should enter school before ten, all of 
them considered village classes an excellent means of preparing chil-
dren to learn in the fonnal European system. 
These recommendations are an effort to offer alternatives to 
the current system, which from the viewpoint of Weather Coast society, 
is opE:rating ineffectively at best. Many people in the Department of 
Education arc sincerely trying to bring the aims of the schools into 
line with the needs of the villages. By articulating my experience 
with Weather Coast education and by offering reconunendations supported 
by them, I hope to have provided an impetus to reevaluating the current 
educational object:i.ves in terms of the values of the village society 
it serves . 
.. 
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APPENDIX 11 
GU,1.D.'.Lc ... ~1:.i. 1.~'E.\T!IEH co:1.ST PTIOJECT 
SITS CHECKI.JS';.' C!!ILD !lEJ\i.HNG P,\TTEHNS 
(Jru10 Tunner &Korry Freemnn) 
I. Prcgnnnt \'/omen 
1. \'lork Routine 
a) Uow long dooo sho continue to work in t he g(lfden? 
b) Does she talce on any othor dutios inotend? 
2 . Diet (see Nutrition Checklist). 
3. 11olc in_ conimuni ty nnd far.1ily 
a) Is there W1Y special attention given to the pregnant woman? 
b) Is she viewed us dirty or uncle<m? Is she ostracised or 
sub j ect to any opocinl constraints? 
II . ~ 
1. Place (s) where women of the villnge give birth? 
2. Attendant(s)? Prevalent or preferred persons t o serve ae 
attendants? If so, what? 
3. Special customs, rituals, etc. associated with birth of a baby? 
4. Hovr long until a mother returns to work of any kind? 
III Infants (0-1 year) 
1. Feeding (sec Nutrition Check Liat ) 
2. Hygiene 
a) llow often is infant washed? 
b) le soap used? Is hot water used? 
c) If infru1t is given water, to drink, ia it boiled? 
3. Infant ruid mother . 
a) IG infant kept close to the mother all the time? 
b) \Vhen infnot is not with the mother, how is the infant 
cared for? Who SP.ncN:.l.ly cares for tho infant other thun 
the mother? 
c) During tho first ycnr, v1hat is the motl}or ' s work routine? 
Is it appreciably diffurent from when not pregnMt or with 
o. small chil<l? 
4. Place in family 
a) Hhut is the rest of the family's nttitude toward infants 
at;ed 0-1 yco.r? 
b) Ts any sricciul nttcntion Biven to infnnts? 
5. SlcCJ>ing nrrru1f;c1ncnts for infoJlt. 
. I 
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IV Youn;: Chilr1rcn ( 1 - en. 3 years ) 
1 . \'!caninG ::1ml diet (sec Uutri tion Ch<:) ck List ) 
2. General health 
n) i\ppcarance : Is there c:.ITTy obvious abundan t disease , 
affliction etc? 
b) Nutrition: Do children appear well -fed? 
c ) Opinion of mother : /\re her. children healthy? How does 
she thinl< they could be healthier? 
3o Position i rt family. 
a) i\.ny responsibilities delecated to children of this age? 
b) ~·ire children allowed to run and play freely? 
c) Hovt independent are children of this age ? 
a) \i.lhat is mother ' s work routine once the child has reached 
three years? Is there any difforence from the routine of 
a married woman who is not pregnant? 
~al Observations for children aged 0-10 years 
Please indicate number and approximate age and sex of children 
observed. 
I. Interaction with parents and siblings 
1. Family's attitude toward children (child centered? 
work centored?) . 
2. Sp~cific tasks or responsibilities delegated to children . 
3. Brother-sister relationships : are there any particular 
taboos or special ties? 
II. Reward und punishment techniques of parents • 
1. Behaviour/s rewarded and punished. 
2. Rewards and punishments commonly used . 
3. Who disponses rewtlrds and punishr.1cn ts? To nll children 
or to particular children (for example, mothers to 
dauGhtcrs, older sibling to younger) 
III. Other teaching techniques of pa.rents. 
1. Do parents use other children nr adults as mod-:?ls for 
child behe.viour: \'/ithin y :;ur villace 1 cl() any particular 
persons tend to have responsibility for tcachin() certain 
tasks (fis hinl) , canoeinG, bout building etc .) ? 
2. What vehicles of communication arc used by parents to 
t ench their children? !tr~ myth1J , custom stories , songs , 
previous hiGtory use d? 
3. Whut is tho uttitu<lo of parents towni-ds customary wuys . of 
learn inc compnrcd with b<wk lcurninc? 
.. 
.I 
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Since it is impossible to mnkc ::;cncrnl observntions of children's 
tir.1e allocation nnd their interuction with each other, would you 
please s;>cnd a tot~ of four days durinc the two months , November-
Dccc r.1bcr, in moderately intcusivc observation of these aspects. 
Please include in the four days, a TuesdEty , R Frido.y, a Saturday and 
a Sunday; please also observe each of the four days on a different 
vseck. 
I. Child ' s time allocntion. 
1. Drcukclo\m of tho dnyo obscrv..:ld into morning , o.fter.::ioon , 
ovcuins, according to the follow~ig activities : 
n) Free play 
b) Formal s 'ahooling 
c) Household tasks ( spocify) 
d) Gardening 
e) Looking after siblincs 
f) Other (for example , accompanying parents on walkabout). 
II. Interaction of children with ouch otht.?r 
1. Age range und sex of plnyinc group 
2. :ictivitics of plnyinc group 
a) Organized games 
b) 11Toys 11 
c) Spontwleous nctivity: for example-running around, clir.ibinc 
trees 1 crackine nuts , etc • 
October 1972 .· 
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APPENDIX III 
au;.D.\LC:.ri,\L \·11'~/\THETI COAST PROJECT 
P.'.ffSNT CiIILD .. xE:•nrna UITERVIEW (Kerry Freeman) 
1. Parents ' no.mes 
2. Childrcns' nruncn 1 age, sex, school , standard. 
3. Are any of your children adopted? 
Who? 
4. VJhcn you toke your children to the garden, which ones help you? 
5. In the garden 1 docs someone wntch the children who are too young 
to work? 
Vlho? 
6. Which ones help your husband? 
7. \/hen you go to the garden , but leave your children at home, who 
tokes care of them? 
8. Do you sometimes stay home from the garden to tul. c .. ...r" of the 
young children of people who went to the garden? 
9. V/hen you nre homo 1.n the ville1cc who takes care of your children 
if you are too busy to watch them? 
.. 
• 
. I 
/ 
.... 
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10. Please tell rue all the jobs cc.ch of ylmr children do? 
No.me of"Chila-· - ·• Tasks 
.. . 
... , 
.I 
I 
...  
.1 
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11 . \/h<:1t kinds of thin13s c\o you teach your chi1dren about your 
wo.y of life? At what age? Who usua1ly teaches this to the 
children? 
History (stories of tho past) 
Custom song und dances 
Crafts ( mats~ yam bMkcts fishiug hats , fons tonto etc ) 
' .. 
.I . 
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12. Do you l'lrutt Yl)Ur boys to stay in a villat::e nll their lives 
or GO nwny to a pl~cc different th.:m a villnr;e? 
If yeo 1 for hoa long? 
Immediately nftcr finishing school? 
Vi'hy? 
If no, \'/hy not ? 
13. Do you wnnt your girls to stay in a villar;e nll their lives 
or go mray to a place different than a villnge? 
If yes, for how long? 
Immediately o.fter finishing school? 
\1hy? 
If no, nhy not? 
14. What is tho best thinG for your boys, to live in n village 
or in ll place different thnn n villflGe? 
Why? 
15. I/hat i3 the best thins for your girls, to live in a village 
or in a pl nee different than n villngc? 
Why? 
16. If your boys do not stay in the village, what kind of job 
would you like thcr.1 to have? 
17. If your c;irls do not stay in the village, what kind of job 
would you like the:m to have? 
18. Do you wn.nt your boys to go to school? 
flhy?/l'lhy not? 
If yea , what standard do you wnnt them to complete? 
J\t what t"\CC is it best for them to sto.rt? 
·. 
. I 
.. 
. 
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19 . Do you wunt Y" Ur eirls to r;o to school? 
VJhy?/Vlhy not? 
If yoa, what standard do you want them to complete? 
J\t what £10e is it best for them to sto.rt? 
20. If you only ho.vo enough money to pny school fees for some of 
your children , which once would you sond first? 
21 . 
\Vhy? 
If your childre n attend ccbool , do you think the y will want to 
go away from the village, whrm they finish? 
Do you think they will want t o return to the village to live? 
\'/by? 
· l 
22. Do you think the school prepares children for jobs not found in 
the village? 
\lliy? 
23. Vlhat do you think of so01eo11e who has be en to school? 
Do you respect him more? 
Do you respe ct him less? 
Makes n.o difference? 
V/hy? .' 
Do you truct him more? 
Do you trust him less ? 
Mnkcs no difference • 
Why? 
.. 
If more , is this a reason why you want to send your chil<lr<'?• 
to school? 
2lt. Do you think pe ople who £50 to school hnvc D. better chance to 
make money? 
\'./hy? 
If yes, is this a rcnson why you want to send your childre n 
to school? 
25. In wh~t lWlGU~o do you think the teachers should tolk to the 
otudcnts? 
Ghari 
English 
Pidt;in 
Should f:l.llY other lunr,unc c lie used in i;chool? 
\:/hat? 
• 
.i . 
~ 
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26. ffil<lt docs the school tench the children? 
Do you think this is importrui t to know? 
Why? 
27. Docs the school teach children nbout locnl customs? 
How much titie do you want the school to spend teaching your 
custor.is? 
Nore than now 
Sa.me as no\1 
Less than now 
Vlhy? 
28. Does tho school teach children about the history of Guadalcanal? 
How much time do you think thc school should spend teaching 
the history of Guudalcunal? 
More than now 
The ,ss.me as now 
Less than now 
flhy? 
29 . Does the school teach .the children hov1 to make c;ood gardens? 
How much time do you think thc school should spend teaching 
how to make good eardens? 
More than now 
Same as now 
Less than nov1 
30. What do the children think o.uout their teo.chcrs? 
Vlhy? 
Do any of your schoolchildren want to stny home from school? 
Which ones? 
Why? 
Do any of your schoolchildren like to go to school? 
\Thich ones? 
Why? 
32. flhat do you think about how much work your c~ildrcn do in school? 
Work too ho.rel 
Work hard enour.:;h 
\Jork not hard e11ough 
. I . 
/ 
'*- .. -
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33. If a nevi school w~re soin5 t o be built near here, what kind 
of schocl nould y ou like it to be? 
A. A locnl school run by the village , in which the village 
decides t1hat is tauGht . 
B. A mission school. 
• 
C • A scho.::l controlled by the village and the mission toc;ethcr . 
D. ,, government school . 
31+. Some people in Honiarn think children should beBin school at 
ar,e ten. From ae;c seven to ton children v1ould stay in the 
village and hE~Ve specia.l clnsscs to learn about the local 
customs , history and crafts. \"/hat do you think of this idea? 
Why? 
35. At what ae;c did y our children begin school? 
If no children in school yet, nt what aee do you wont your 
children tu bor,in school? 
36. Does your child live at school? 
If so, at what times does the child come home? 
37 . Did you help the school durinG education week? 
If yes, ~hat did you do? 
38 • Do you ~o the cducntion cornmi ttce meetings in Hauvulisi? 
What is talked a.bout at the mcetin~s? 
Why? 
V.:>cs the school ever have mectincs or feasts? 
Do you r;o to tho mcctinc;s? 
\'lbat do they tnlk nbout at the mcctinGs? 
~o. Has anyone from the school come to talk to you in the village? 
Novcipher. 1972 
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APPENDIX IV 
TEACHER INTERVIEW 
School: 
Teacher: Age: 
Sex: Race: Religion : 
Placa of Birth: Grade: 
Years Experience: Standard Completed: 
Teaching 3-5 years, senior primary certificate? 
Training: 
Other work: 
1. What standards do you teach? 
If more than one, how much time with each? 
2 . 8 ·What do you think are the most important subjects for your 
pupils to learn? 
b . Why? 
3. 8 'What subjects are you most likely to skip if you don't have 
~11ough time? 
b . Why? 
4. 3 ·Are there any subjects that are not taught here that you wish 
were taught? 
b. lf yes, what? 
c . Why do you want it taught? 
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5. Do you use any other books besides the ones issued as the current 
standard curriculum? 
6. 8 • What is your favorite subject to teach? 
b . 
7. What skills do you think are most important for your students 
to learn well before going on to the next standard? 
a.a. What subjects do your students show the most interest in? 
b. Why do you thi nk this is so? 
9. a · What standard should children COl11plete before returning to 
live in their village? 
b . Why? 
10.a. At what age do you think children should start Standard l? 
b , Why? 
c . Some people in Honiara think children should not start u11tl1 
they are ten years old. From age seven to ten , children would 
stay in the village to learn about the local custom, history 
and crafts in a special class . 
What do you think of this idea? 
d. Why? 
11. 8 • Do you think children who will stay in their village for most 
of their lives should go to school? 
b. Why? 
.. 
.. 
• 
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12 . 8 • Do you have the Recommended Timetable from the Department of 
Education? 
b . If yes, do you ever alter the timetable if your class needs to 
spend more time on a group of lessons? 
c. At the moment you've been teaching--(namc subject). Did you 
alter the timetable for this? 
d. Does the timetable usually allow you to spend enough time on 
each lesson? 
If no, why not? 
c, Would you prefer to plan your own timetable? 
If yes what kind of timetable would you want to plan? 
13.a· Do you teach any lessons on the history of the Solomons? 
b. How much time do you spend on Solomon history? 
c. Whal kinds of things do yon teach? 
14.a. Do you teach any lesson on the customs of the Solomons 
(oral history, stories , dances , songs, crafts)? 
b. How much time do you spend on customs? 
c. What kinds of things do you teach about customs? 
15 . a · If the Department of Education gave you a choice, would you 
like to spend more/less/same time on 
Solomon history? 
Solomon customs? 
Local area customs? 
b . What materials on the Solomons do you have? 
c. Do you need more? 
d. What kinds of materials would you J i.lm? 
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16. 8 • Are all classes taught in the same lanb~1ages? 
b, In what language are your classes taught? 
c. Do you know the local language? 
d. (Do any of the other teachers know the local language?) 
e. Do you (they) ever use it with the students? (i.e. during 
P.E . , gardening, etc .) 
17. Curriculum materials 
Tate Oral English Series 
South Pacific Commission Readers 
Mathematics 
Social Studies 
Health 
Science 
Arts and Graf ts 
Physical Education 
a . For (subject) do you ever do anything 
not listed in the lesson guide? 
b. If yes what kind of lesson did you plan that was different 
from the lessons in the guide? (Be specific 
about activities, lessons, games). 
c. If yes, where did you hear of these ideas? 
d. Do you know of any way to let other teachers know about these 
ideas? 
e. Have you heard of the Department of Education Newsletter? 
f. Do you ever teach a lesson without following the lesson guide? 
g . If yes, tell me about the way you taught one lesson that was 
different than the lessons in your guide. 
h. {i..lhy did you decide to do this? 
i . (Tell me about another) . 
• 
.. 
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j. The Training College is working on revising and improving 
the program. Do you think it could 
be improved for teachers and students at this school? 
k . What changes would you like to see made in the program? 
1. Why? 
la.a . Please tell me about the kind of student you enjoy teaching 
the most? 
b . Choose one of each: 
1 . Learns quickly, learns slowly. 
2 . Obedient, not always obedient. 
3. Asks many questions , asks no questions. 
4. Hard worker , lazy. 
19.a. Does the school have food gardens? 
b . Who works in the gardens? 
c . When do they work in the garden? 
d. How much time is spent in the gardens? 
c . How much time do you think the students should spend 
gardening? 
more than now? 
same as now? 
less than now? 
f. Why? 
g . Would you raLher use the time in the gardens for something 
else? 
What? 
Why? 
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20. 8 ' Who is on the school committee? 
b. What docs the committee do? 
c . What power does th.e committee have over you? 
d. Do you have any influence over committee decisions? 
e. Can the school committee change the curriculum? 
f . Should it have this power? 
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